Examining results

With 4ftResults module
4ftResult launching

When we generated hypothesis, we can run the 4ftResult module to examine them.
4ftResult - examining results

This is the main screen of 4ftResult module. There is a list of 12 generated hypothesis from the current task. We can watch details of each hypothesis by clicking the Detail button (or double clicking on the row).
The hypothesis detail windows has got several bookmarks. The first one, text, contains basic info about the hypothesis as is the contingency table and some values from contingency table.
The second one, data, contains the list of all values from database (with applied condition) and by color it is marked the quadrant of contingency table.

**Yellow** – antecedent and succedent  
**Red** – antecedent not succedent  
**Blue** – not antecedent, succedent  
**Black** – not antecedent nor succedent
4ftResult - examining results

The third bookmarks contains graphical view of contingency table with 3D graph.